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FINRA, the SEC, FFIEC, and the FDA – each has 
or is in the process of creating guidelines for social 
media communications to regulate organizations in 
their respective industries. As social media marketing 
JVU[PU\LZ�[V�NYV �̂�ULHYS`�[^V��ɫ[OPYKZ�VM�[OL�-VY[\UL�
500 is actively engaging customers, partners, and 
prospects on YouTube (69%), Facebook (70%), and 
Twitter (77%) and the use of Social Relationship 
Platforms to expedite this engagement is increasing. 
/V^�^PSS�YLN\SH[VYZ�PUÅ\LUJL�[OLPY�HJ[P]P[`&�

How Regulations Impact 
Social Organizations
9LN\SH[LK�PUK\Z[YPLZ�¶�PU�WHY[PJ\SHY��ÄUHUJPHS��
healthcare, pharmaceutical, and insurance 
organizations – are under great pressure to leverage 
the power of social media to advance their business, 
yet fear of the ambiguity and uncertainty of emerging 
regulatory guidelines and requirements, as well as legal 
risks can be disruptive, and violations can prove costly. 

“2/3 of The Fortune 500 are 
actively engaging customers 
on social chanels”

For pharmaceutical organizations, for example, 
the FDA has two sets of guidelines governing 
their use of social media. Firstly, for adverse drug 
LɈLJ[�YLWVY[PUN��PM�H�WOHYTHJL\[PJHS�JVTWHU`�ÄUKZ�
ZVTLVUL�^OV�PZ�YLWVY[PUN�HK]LYZL�LɈLJ[Z�MYVT�P[Z�
drugs – whether on its social media account or any 
other – the manufacturer must report it. 

:LJVUKS �̀�MVY�VɈ��ɫSHILS�PUMVYTH[PVU�YLX\LZ[Z��Z\JO�HZ�
a customer inquiring whether a drug will adversely 
react in combination with another drug or condition, 
the pharmaceutical company must be able to show 
that they saw the request and promptly responded to 
it with the appropriate information. 

Any failure to comply with either guideline may result 
PU�ÄULZ�HNHPUZ[�[OL�KY\N�THU\MHJ[\YLY��

In another example, FINRA recently announced 
that it would initiate social media spot checks of its 
member organizations. The revelation was among 
[OL�ÄYZ[�[V�KLTVUZ[YH[L�OV^�YLN\SH[VYZ�^V\SK�
begin enforcing the application of guidelines across 
member organizations, and begged two questions: 

1. How exactly will regulating bodies conduct  
    such audits, and 

2. How should regulated organizations explicitly  
    enforce the stated guidelines, since most lack  
    the requisite controls. 

Despite the fear and uncertainty, many organizations 
are weighing the risks vs. the rewards and taking 
the plunge. These organizations turn to Social 
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Relationship Platforms to implement compliance 
controls to adhere to FINRA and other requirements. 

/LYL�HYL�Ä]L�Z[LWZ�[V�ZVJPHS�TLKPH�JVTWSPHUJL�[V�OLSW�
bring clarity and mitigate your risk. They are: 

1. Know Your Regulations for  
   Social Media

You and your compliance team likely have a 
good bearing on the regulations that impact your 
business, but how in tune are you with how they 
HWWS`�[V�ZVJPHS�TLKPH&�

Since it is a newer communications medium, many of 
today’s regulations are just emerging and changing, 
and are somewhat vague as even the regulators 
grapple with the policy and its application. Many 
regulators, for example, realize that although they 
may create policy, companies need to have a way to 
enforce it. And in the social web, that’s sometimes 
easier said than done. Thus, most regulations lack 
clarity, and most organizations lack the tools to 
enforce them. 

Because these rules are relatively new and untested, 
few “best practices” have emerged for social. 
This means that organizations are taking it upon 
themselves to interpret how regulations could apply 
to their social media. The more risk averse you are, 
the more conservative your interpretation should be. 
>VYRPUN�[VNL[OLY��`V\Y�JVTWSPHUJL�VɉJLY�HUK�ZVJPHS�
media marketer should be able to arm one another 
with enough information about the guidelines and 
the how the business is using social media and, 
^LPNOPUN�[OH[�HNHPUZ[�`V\Y�[VSLYHUJL�[V�YPZR��KLÄUL�H�
ZL[�VM�WVSPJPLZ�HUK�WYVJLK\YLZ�[V�LɈLJ[P]LS`�HKKYLZZ�
your compliance requirements. 

2. Monitor Your Accounts 

Most social media regulatory guidelines require 
[OH[�HU�VYNHUPaH[PVU�TVUP[VY�P[Z�JVTWSPHUJL�LɈVY[Z��
FINRA, for example, in its recently issued targeted 
L_HTPUH[PVU�SL[[LYZ��Z[H[LK�PU�YLX\LZ[�U\TILY�Ä]L�[OH[�
member organizations provide, “an explanation of 
[OL�TLHZ\YLZ�[OH[�`V\Y�ÄYT�OHZ�HKVW[LK�[V�TVUP[VY�
JVTWSPHUJL�^P[O�[OL�ÄYT»Z�ZVJPHS�TLKPH�WVSPJPLZ�¹�

Many organizations embrace technologies that allow 
MVY�H�KP]LYZPÄLK�WLYTPZZPVUZ�ZL[��HUK�WYL�HWWYV]HS�
before publishing to review the content disseminated 
on behalf of the enterprise for compliance. However, 
it’s critical that the organization also monitor the 
posts and comments of its followers and fans – not 
just the content it distributes, as in the case of the 
FDA guidelines for drug manufacturers reporting on 
HK]LYZL�LɈLJ[Z��

>OH[»Z�TVYL��^OH[�JVUZ[P[\[LZ�H�IYHUK��ɫV^ULK�
account can often surprise an organization. Individual 
employees, representatives, resellers, and partners 
VM[LU�JYLH[L�ZVJPHS�TLKPH�HJJV\U[Z�HUK�HɉSPH[L�
them with the brand. The intent is typically innocent 
enough, but the implications are potentially risky. 
Imagine, for example, a drug representative making 
a local promotional page for her company’s latest 
medication. It begs the questions: 

1. Does the social media brand manager and/or  

����JVTWSPHUJL�VɉJLY�RUV^�[OPZ�WHNL�L_PZ[Z&�

���0Z�[OL�IYHUK�SPHISL�MVY�JSHPTZ�VY�HK]LYZL�YPZRZ� 
����YLWVY[LK�VU�[OPZ�WHNL&�

3. Does the brand have a means to discover this  

    page and monitor it, even though it isn’t  

����\UKLY�[OLPY�JVU[YVS&�

The last thing you as a brand owner or compliance 
VɉJLY�^HU[�[V�ÄUK�V\[�PZ�[OH[�[OLYL»Z�HU�HJJV\U[�VY�
content you don’t know about. Hence, it’s critical that 
VYNHUPaH[PVUZ�TVUP[VY�MVY�IYHUK��ɫHɉSPH[LK�HJJV\U[Z�
and the content on them for social media regulatory 
compliance. A yearly social media audit by a third 
party organization is recommended.

It is almost useless to use a publishing platform with 
compliance features if some or much of the content 
created completely bypasses that platform and is 
published directly or via another app. 

3. Create Acceptable Content 
    Use Policies 

With an agreement as to how compliance regulations 
/ guidelines impact your social media marketing, you 
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should next create a set of Acceptable Content Use 
Policies (ACUP). Your ACUP (see example) should 
incorporate policy outlining how you and those you 
engage with on social media can adhere to your 
corporate compliance, as well as acceptable use policy 
for adult language, hate speech, inappropriate content, 
malicious links, and other risky content and activity. 

Clearly documenting and displaying your ACUP 
puts a stake in the ground and demonstrates your 
conviction to create a safe and socially responsible 
community. Your policy isn’t an instrument of 
censorship; rather, it’s a statement describing what 
you will and will not stand  
for – an agreement, if you will, about the kind of 
relationship you’ll have with your community. 

0U�HKKP[PVU�[V�WYV]PKPUN�W\ISPJ�JSHYPÄJH[PVU�HYV\UK�
your policy, an ACUP will also provide internal 
guidance. Policies governing content on your 
accounts and channels should clearly articulate what 
constitutes a compliance violation, and what steps to 
take in the event of a violation. A team consisting of 
personnel from IT, legal, risk, and marketing should 
gather on a regular basis to review policy violations, 
updates to regulations, and assess outcomes of your 
social media compliance program. 

As you build policies for compliance, you should 
consider not just the regulations that apply based 
on your local state or jurisdiction, but also of those 
states and countries where you do business. This 
undoubtedly complicates things, given the nature 
of the social web – which is inherently global; 
nonetheless, from a legal and risk perspective, 
it’s imperative to take a global perspective when 
designing policy and to consider both regulated 
JVU[LU[�HUK�SLNHS��ɫYPZR�JVU[LU[��Z\JO�HZ�WLYZVUHSS`�
PKLU[PÄHISL�PUMVYTH[PVU��700���

4. Apply Content Controls to  
    Enforce Your New ACUP 

Policy without controls won’t get you very far. As you 
create your ACUP, including the resultant actions 
you’d like to take based on the severity of a policy 
violation, you should also consider the mechanisms 
at your disposal to apply content controls. 

Most organizations employ some sort of manual 
JVU[LU[�TVKLYH[PVU��^OL[OLY�KVUL�PU��ɫ�OV\ZL��[OYV\NO�
a partner or service provider, or in a hybrid model. 
Whatever the means, manual content moderation can 
be expensive, exhausting, and inconsistent. Humans 
are fallible, and no matter how good someone is they 
can’t be one hundred percent accurate in detecting 
and remediating policy violations. 

4HU`�W\ISPZOPUN�[VVSZ�WYV]PKL�^VYRÅV^�HUK�I\PS[��ɫPU�
compliance controls, including the ability to detect 
(and archive) published content that may be risky to 
the business. Where these tools fall short, however, 
is the ability to detect content published to a social 
network outside of the publishing application. This is 
ILJH\ZL�[OL�JVU[LU[�JSHZZPÄLYZ�VM�H�W\ISPZOPUN�[VVS�HYL�
I\PS[��ɫPU[V�[OL�[VVS�P[ZLSM"�[O\Z��VUS`�JVU[LU[�[OH[�WHZZLZ�
[OYV\NO�P[�PZ�ZJHUULK��JSHZZPÄLK��HUK�YLJVYKLK��

The average social enterprise has more than seven 
publishing tools in use, despite best practices which 
dictate standardizing around one. Thus, it’s critical 
to lock your entire social media footprint into one 
secure platform. 

Choose a best of breed 
Social Relationship Platform
*VU[LU[�JSHZZPÄLYZ�I\PS[�PU[V�W\ISPZOPUN�HWWZ�
are typically limited, if available. Some of the 
TVYL�HK]HUJLK�W\ISPZOPUN�[VVSZ�VɈLY�HU�HYYH`�VM�
JSHZZPÄLYZ��I\[�THU`�HYL�YLSLNH[LK�[V�KL[LJ[�JVU[LU[�
based solely on keywords. This leaves them prone to 
MHSZL�WVZP[P]LZ��H[�[OL�L_WLUZL�VM�ZPNUPÄJHU[�YLZV\YJL�
requirements to build and maintain a keyword library 
or set of dictionaries, as well as sift through false 
positives and negatives. What’s more, the absence 
VM�JVTWSPHUJL��ɫVYPLU[LK�JVU[LU[�JSHZZPÄLYZ�TLHUZ�
your team will need to build multiple keyword lists 
for every policy you have – ACUP, security, and 
compliance related. 

Instead, the best approach to ensure you’re 
accurately classifying content is to invest in a Social 
Relationship Platform that integrates with best of 
breed compliance technologies, enabling advanced 
KH[H�JSHZZPÄLYZ��PUJS\KPUN�YLN\SHY�L_WYLZZPVUZ��
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lexical analysis, and Natural Language Processing 
(NLP). These techniques provide the most accurate 
detection available – similar to what’s used in other 
solutions like Data Loss Prevention (DLP), which is 
likely used for your existing corporate web and email 
PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL�[V�KL[LJ[�JVUÄKLU[PHS�KH[H�[OH[�TH`�
egress your enterprise. 

,HJO�JSHZZPÄLY�ZOV\SK�OH]L�HU�PUKLWLUKLU[�HJ[PVU�
setting in the event of a triggered policy violation, and 
ZOV\SK�IL�[LTWSH[L��ɫIHZLK�ZV�`V\�JHU�ZLSLJ[�H�WVSPJ`�
^P[O�[OL�JOLJR��ɫVM��ɫH��ɫIV_��HUK�UV[�OH]L�[V�I\PSK�HUK�
update them manually. 

Most of the activity on an account isn’t created by 
the account owned (i.e., you). Instead, most content 
is created by your fans and followers who respond 
to content you create and post or comment on your 
page. Thus, because that content – the majority of 
what’s on your account – does not get published 
through your publishing tool, it doesn’t get scanned 
for compliance. 

To mitigate this risk and ensure you’re reviewing 
all content on your page, channel, or account for 
compliance, it’s important to have tools that analyze 
all content – anything you or your followers post – with 
KH[H�JSHZZPÄLYZ�[OH[�HYL�HISL�[V�KL[LJ[�UV[�VUS`�NLULYPJ�
PZZ\LZ��I\[�WV[LU[PHS�YPZRZ�[OH[�HYL�ZWLJPÄJ�[V�`V\Y�
industry. This way you can ensure that fans, followers, 
partners, customers, and prospects aren’t mistakenly 
WVZ[PUN�JVUÄKLU[PHS��ZLUZP[P]L�VY�YLN\SH[LK�KH[H�Z\JO�
as Personal Health Information (PHI) or Personally 
0KLU[PÄHISL�0UMVYTH[PVU��700��[V�`V\Y�HJJV\U[��PU�
violation of a compliance regulation or guideline. This 
also addresses the issue raised in the example of 
pharmaceutical companies that must adhere to FDA 
regulations and report and respond to adverse drug 
LɈLJ[Z��HZ�^LSS�HZ�J\Z[VTLY�PUX\PYPLZ��

Using technology to automate content moderation will 
serve several objectives. First, it’ll alleviate the strain 
on your human resources from laboriously sifting 
through comments and replies, and let you instead 
leverage your personnel to respond to and engage 
with real customers, partners, and prospects. Second, 
it’ll standardize the application of your compliance 
policy both within and across your social network 
accounts, including on Facebook, Twitter, Google+, 

YouTube, etc. This way you’re consistently applying 
policy no matter the account or network, and adhering 
to your compliance requirements. And third, it’ll ensure 
you’re covering all content exchanged through social 
media communications both sent and received. 

Recently, many states have started to pass laws 
that prohibit companies and schools from asking for 
passwords to social media accounts. While many 
OH]L�PUJS\KLK�L_LTW[PVUZ�MVY�ÄUHUJPHS�ZLY]PJLZ�
companies, this is still a practice that causes 
resentment among employees, and opens the door 
to even more risk when those accounts (e.g., Google) 
are linked to methods of payment. In a world with 
technology to automate content moderation without 
requiring the user’s password, why add another 
OLHKHJOL�[V�HU�HSYLHK`�JVTWSPJH[LK�WYVISLT&�

5. Intelligently Archive  
    Communications 

One of the cornerstones of compliance is the ability 
to demonstrate it, and most regulating bodies 
require that you archive communications to do just 
that. Traditionally, archiving is done in the enterprise 
for all web, instant messaging (IM), and email 
communications. Enterprise archiving solutions 
integrate with the various communications technologies 
to capture, collect, and store these exchanges in the 
event of legal, investigative or other inquiry. In some 
instances, these archives may be searched as part of 
HU�L��ɫKPZJV]LY`�WYVQLJ[�HUK�\ZLK�PU�JV\Y[��

Like the web, IM, and email, social media 
communications for regulated organizations must also 
be archived. However, archiving all communications 
^P[OV\[�HU`�ZVY[�VM�PU[LSSPNLU[�JSHZZPÄJH[PVU�Z`Z[LT�MVY�
the content would be akin to a library absent the Dewey 
+LJPTHS�:`Z[LT��/V^�VU�LHY[O�^V\SK�`V\�L]LY�ÄUK�
`V\Y�IVVR��VY�PU�[OPZ�JHZL��[OL�YPNO[�JVTTLU[�VY�WVZ[&�
Yet, this is how most social media archives work today. 

Most social media archiving technologies collect and 
store all social communications in a dedicated social 
TLKPH�HYJOP]L��>OLU�P[�JVTLZ�[PTL�[V�ZLHYJO�HUK�ÄUK�
explicit content, however, it can be quite tricky. You 
can have too wide or narrowly scoped searches, drive 
\W�L��ɫKPZJV]LY`�JVZ[Z��HUK�NLULYHSS`�HU�PULɉJPLU[�
archiving process. Without context, your archive and 
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ZLHYJO�WYVJLZZ�^PSS�IL�L_[YLTLS`�PULɉJPLU[��KYP]PUN�
\W�L��ɫKPZJV]LY`�JVZ[Z��>OH[»Z�TVYL��ILJH\ZL�[OPZ�
archive is dedicated just to your social media, you 
KVU»[�NL[�[OL�LɉJPLUJ`�VM�JVUZVSPKH[PUN�`V\Y�HYJOP]LK�
social media communications along with all your other 
enterprise messaging. 

0UZ[LHK��[OL�TVZ[�LɈLJ[P]L�HUK�LɉJPLU[�JV\YZL�VM�
HJ[PVU�PZ�[V�WYL��ɫJSHZZPM`�JVU[LU[�ILMVYL�HYJOP]PUN�¶�
HNHPU��\ZPUN�`V\Y�HK]HUJLK�JVU[LU[�JSHZZPÄLYZ�¶�ZV�
that you can easily search for all FINRA or FFIEC 
content violations, for example, without having to 
build a list of keywords for each regulation / guidance 
requirement. This process should again be automated, 
and will save you tremendous time and costs. 

Additionally, you should leverage your existing 
enterprise archiving solution and not a dedicated 
social media archive. It’s more than likely your 
organization has already invested in an archiving 
solution for web, IM, and email communications, so 
why not leverage it versus buying and maintaining 
HUV[OLY��KPZWHYH[L�ZVS\[PVU�Q\Z[�MVY�ZVJPHS�TLKPH&�

Social media compliance is just now in its infancy. 
Like the many technology revolutions that have come 
before, it takes a while for governing bodies to fully 
scope out and enforce regulations detailing how 
organizations should comply. Nonetheless, it’s critical 

that social media marketers, IT, and compliance 
VɉJLYZ�^VYR�[VNL[OLY�[V�I\PSK�HUK�THPU[HPU�H�
social compliance program now, and aggressively 
implement guidelines throughout the enterprise to 
mitigate risk and provide the best possible ROI to 
social media. 

About HootSuite Enterprise  
HootSuite Enterprise is a social relationship platform 
for businesses and organizations to collaboratively 
execute campaigns across social networks such 
as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Google+ 
7HNLZ�MYVT�VUL�ZLJ\YL��^LI��ɫIHZLK�KHZOIVHYK��
Advanced functionality includes tools for audience 
engagement, team collaboration, account security 
HUK�JVTWYLOLUZP]L�HUHS`[PJZ�MVY�LUK��ɫ[V��ɫLUK�
measurement and reporting. To learn more, visit: 
enterprise.hootsuite.com. 

(IV\[�5L_NH[L� 
5L_NH[L�WYV]PKLZ�JSV\K��ɫIHZLK�IYHUK�WYV[LJ[PVU�
and compliance for enterprise social media 
HJJV\U[Z��0[Z�WH[LU[��ɫWLUKPUN�[LJOUVSVN`�ZLHTSLZZS`�
integrates with the leading social media platforms 
HUK�HWWSPJH[PVUZ�[V�ÄUK�HUK�H\KP[�IYHUK�HɉSPH[LK�
accounts, control connected applications, 
detect and remediate compliance risks, archive 
communications, and detect fraud and account 
hacking. 

http://enterprise.hootsuite.com
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About HootSuite Enterprise

HootSuite for  
Social Media 
Management

HootSuite Enterprise is designed for organizations 

that want to drive, and connect, business goals 

with social media efforts. Securely deploy broad 

social programs that empower employees to 

participate in social, regardless of department, 

function or geography. Provide executive insights 

on your entire social media footprint, and feed 

social data into existing systems for CRM, 

customer service and compliance. 

Beyond tools and features, HootSuite Enterprise 

enhances the value that social media provides by 

seamlessly integrating all social media efforts with 

existing systems and structures.

Request a custom demo today by visiting 

hootsuite.com/enterprise

HootSuite for 
Social Customer 
Service

HootSuite for Social 
Marketing 

HootSuite for Social 
Selling 

Partner with HootSuite to enhance your social organization with our value-driven solutions:

Top Brands Trust Hootsuite


